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ABSTRACT

The upcoming JPEG XT standard for High Dynamic Range
(HDR) images defines a common framework for the lossy and
lossless representation of high-dynamic range images. It de-
scribes the decoding process as the combination of various
processing tools that can be combined freely.

In this paper we analyze the coding efficiency of different
decoding tools through a large scale objective quality testing
using the HDR-VDP 2.2 objective metric. This evaluation
is performed on a large database of 337 images, testing the
effect of global and local tone mapping operators for vari-
ous configurations, and for multiple combinations of quality
parameters. The main findings are that using an inverse tone
mapping operator for creating an HDR precursor image works
well for global, but not for local operators, and that includ-
ing refinement scans to increase the bit-depth of the extension
layer provides substantial improvements for one of the encod-
ing profiles and higher bit-rates.

Index Terms— JPEG XT, HDR Imaging, Tone Mapping

1. INTRODUCTION

In 2012, the JPEG Committee, formally known as ISO/IEC
JTC1/SC29/WG1, issued a “call for proposals” to respond to
the rapid increase interests in High Dynamic Range (HDR)
imaging by industry. As result of this call, the JPEG XT stan-
dardization initiative has been started [1].

The standard defines a normative decoding procedure to
reconstruct an HDR image from two JPEG regular code-
streams, named the base layer which is visible to legacy
decoders, and an extension layer, required for reconstruction
of the HDR image. The standard does not, however, de-
fine the encoding procedure and leaves large freedom to the
encoder for defining the necessary decoder configuration.

The main challenge of testing JPEG XT, as shown in [2],
is that many factors influence its performance. The input of
a JPEG XT encoder consists of two images: a base image
visible to legacy decoders and an HDR image. Because two
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images are encoded, the compression performance does not
depend on a single quality parameter only, but on two quanti-
zation settings for base and extension layers, and also on the
choice of the tone-mapping operator (TMO) for generating
the base image.

In this paper, our goal is to explore the whole space
of possible configurations to achieve the best possible rate-
distortion performance. To this end, our tests were conducted
on a large dataset of 337 images, two TMOs, and multiple
base and extension layer quality settings and 27 decoder
configurations, resulting in over a million test cases in total.
Clearly, this test corpus does not admit subjective testing, and
for that reason we selected an objective metric, HDR-VDP
2.2 [3], for measurements. HDR-VDP 2.2 was selected as
it was shown to provide the highest correlation to subjective
scores according to several metric performance indices [2, 4].

2. RELATED WORK

Compression of high bit-depth still images, such as HDR
images, was made possible by earlier standards such as
JPEG 2000 [5] or JPEG XR [6], which can both encode
high bit-depth integer and floating point data. However, both
solutions are not compatible to the most wide-spread JPEG
coding and their use is limited to some niche applications.
Recognizing the lack of a JPEG-compatible standard for
compression of HDR images, the JPEG Committee started
JPEG XT as a new work item (formally, ISO/IEC 18477).

Studies evaluating JPEG XT on a limited set of im-
ages [7], a selection of profiles [8, 9], or on few objective
metrics [10] appeared as early as 2014. Recently, an exten-
sive study on the the performances of all profiles of JPEG XT
have been provided [2, 4]. The latter works also demonstrated
the high correlation between subjective scores and the HDR-
VDP 2.2 objective quality index, indicating its usefulness for
the evaluation of HDR content.



3. THE JPEG XT STANDARD

A JPEG XT image [1, 11, 12] consists of two JPEG images:
the base layer visible to legacy decoders, and the extension (or
residual) layer extending the precision from 8 bits to the nec-
essary target precision for HDR representation. The bitrate
for both of them can be controlled by quantization matrices
which are, traditionally, configured by one quality parameter
per layer. This results in a two-dimensional quality configu-
ration space.

Metadata embedded in the JPEG XT file configures the
decoder and defines how to merge both images into an output
image. Profiles further constrain the allowable configurations
to simplify implementation. While profile A configuration de-
scribes the HDR image as the pixel-wise product of the base
layer times a scalar factor coming from the extension layer, a
profile B decoder uses a quotient of base and extension layer
components. Profile C uses a vector addition in the logarith-
mic space. For details, we refer to the literature [1].

4. TEST CONDITIONS

The image data set is an extended version of the one used
in [2, 4]; it consist of a larger number of images (337 instead
of 106), but at a lower resolution. HDR images were taken
from two publicly available datasets: Fairchild’s HDR Pho-
tographic Survey [13] and HDR-eye [14]. In both datasets,
images have been obtained by merging multiple shots while
varying the exposure. Whenever the resolution of an im-
age exceeded the full HD resolution, it was both resized and
cropped to at most 1920 × 1080 pixels, thus generating two
separate test images.

To test the influence of the TMO on the compression per-
formances, two different TMOs were chosen: A global tone-
mapping designed for optimal performance of backward-
compatible encoding (mai11) [15], and a local operator with
strong contrast enhancement [16], which could be the most
challenging case for a backward-compatible encoding scheme
(mantiuk06). For measuring image quality, we selected HDR-
VDP 2.2 [3] as previous studies [2, 4] demonstrated its high
correlation to subjective performance.

The demo software available at www.jpeg.org was
used as JPEG XT encoder as it allows configurations beyond
the constraints of the JPEG XT profiles A, B and C.

5. RESULTS

Due to the large dataset (over one million test cases), quality
scores were computed on an HPC cluster. Since the image
quality is the function of both base and extension layer bit-
rates, it would be difficult to analyze and visualize the results
on 2D plots. Therefore, we report the result for the base and
extension layer quality settings resulting in the highest HDR
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Fig. 1: Comparison between gamma and itmo prediction
functions for global operator (left, mai11) and local (right,
mantiuk06). n is the number of images over which the data-
points were averaged. The error bars denote 95% confidence
intervals (plotted every second point to reduce clutter). A
higher HDRVDP Q value denotes higher quality. The pro-
files are labeled with colors: Profile A (red), B (green) and C
(blue).

image quality for a given bit-rate. To compute the mean per-
formance and confidence intervals for hundreds of tested im-
ages, the rate-distortion curves are linearly interpolated and
sampled at fixed quality levels. We found that sampling at
fixed quality levels rather than fixed bit-rates results in bet-
ter overlap of the rate-distortion curves across images. Fi-
nally, for fair comparison, we use the same set of images for
all configurations and data points shown on each plot. If all
quality levels cannot be achieved for a certain image and for
all configurations, that image is excluded from the average.
For that reason, the results are averaged across a subset of im-
ages. Each plot reports the number of averaged images, “n”,
taken from the full set of 337.

5.1. Inverse tone mapping function

We first test the influence of inverse tone-mapping function
(itmo) on coding performance. The itmo is used to predict
the pixel values in an HDR image based on the decoded base
layer, thus it reduces the amplitude of values in the extension
layer. Note that itmo is offered only in profile C and is an
extension of profiles A and B.

The results in Figure 1 show a substantial difference in
performance between the two tested TMOs and profiles. Con-
trary to expectations, itmo does not improve coding perfor-
mance for profile A and B, and even reduces performance
when the base layer is generated with the local TMO (man-
tiuk06). However, for profile C coding performance is signif-
icantly improved with itmo for global operator (mai11) and
slightly reduced for the local TMO. Therefore, itmo seems to
be beneficial only for Profile C and global TMOs.

Generating the base image through a local TMO clearly
results in less-compressible images as the local TMO tends
to boost high spatial frequencies. However, itmo computed



(a) Base non-linearity is γ : 2.2 (b) Base non-linearity is iTMO

Fig. 2: Residual images of a profile C configuration and a
base image generated by a local operator. Left for a base-map
with fixed gamma, right for an inverse TMO. Both are fully
in profile C.
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Fig. 3: The comparison between itmo reconstruction function
computed using means (itmo, continuous lines) and medians
(itmo-cm, dashed lines).

for a given image should result in better rather than worse
compression performance. This discrepancy is explained in
Fig. 2, which shows the residual image for the profile C con-
figuration with a base image generated by the local operator:
On the left, the residual image for a pre-cursor image given
by the γ = 2.2 mapped base image, on the right the resid-
ual image if the pre-cursor image is generated by itmo. The
overall amplitudes of the left residual, produced without itmo,
are larger but are more regular and hence easier to encode.
The iTMO non-linearity generates smaller amplitudes but a
much less regular residual image. Since itmo is computed in-
dependently per-pixel, it can easily introduce additional high
frequency variations in the residual image.

In the second experiment, we confined ourselves to itmo,
but varied the algorithm used to obtain it from the LDR/HDR
image pair. In a general case, for all pixels with a fixed luma
value in an LDR image, the corresponding pixels in the HDR
image have different luminance values. To predict the most
likely HDR luminance value from a LDR luma value, one
can compute the mean (in the logarithmic domain) of all cor-
responding HDR luminance values. This is the default con-
figuration, denoted as itmo. But the prediction can be also
computed as median (center of mass), and we denote it as
itmo cm.

Figure 3 shows the results for median (continuous) and
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the prediction function set to γ = 2.2
(labeled gamma, continuous lines) and to the identity function
(labeled none, dashed lines).
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the configurations without a refinement
scan (gamma, continuous lines) and with a refinement scan
(gamma-rs, dashed lines).

center of mass (dashed) itmo configurations, both for a global
TMO (left) and a local TMO (right). As seen there, the center
of mass algorithm provides better performances in all cases,
in particular in the case of the local TMO. Clearly, this algo-
rithm minimizes the expectation value of the error residual to
be encoded in the extension layer, and hence helps by reduc-
ing the amplitudes of the residual.

So far we have compared fitted itmo to a fixed gamma
function used to predict HDR pixel values from the decoded
base layer. But the prediction function could also be set to
the identity function (gamma=1), which we denote as none
in Figure 4. The lack of gamma non-linearity degrades the
performance for most profiles, except for profile B and the
global operator. No gamma is also beneficial for high bit-
rates for profile A.

5.2. Refinement scans

In the third experiment, we studied the impact of an addi-
tional extension mechanism of JPEG XT denoted as “refine-
ment scans”. Refinement coding extends the coding preci-
sion in the DCT domain thanks to a coding mechanism that is
closely related to the progressive coding mode of the legacy
JPEG standard. It extends the coding precision to 12-bits in
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Fig. 6: Overall performance of all three profiles averaged over all images, in their best configuration, as a function of base and
extension bit-rates. In red, with global TMO, in blue with local TMO. Note that the scales are not identical.

.

the spatial domain. The most significant bits of the quan-
tized DCT coefficients are encoded by a regular JPEG cod-
ing mode, forming the codestream that legacy applications
can interpret. The least significant bits are encoded with the
so-called successive approximation scan, which is a part of
the progressive coding mode also defined in the legacy JPEG
standard [1, 11].

Refinement coding can be applied both to the base layer
and/or to the extension layer; we here constrained ourselves
to testing the latter case only. The performances of all profiles
when using a refinement scan option are benchmarked in Fig-
ure 5. At higher bit rates refinement scan (dashed lines) help
to improve the quality performances most notably for profile
C. For profiles A and B refinement scans are extensions out-
side of the profile while they are part of profile C.

5.3. Overall performance analysis

The above experiments indicate that the most suitable con-
figuration is to use a gamma prediction function for profile
A, and the identity function (gamma=1) for profile B, regard-
less of which tone mapping operator has been applied. For
profile C, it is advisable to enable refinement scans to reach
higher performance unless very low bit-rates are required.
The choice of the prediction function for profile C, however,
depends on tone mapping. For global TMOs, an itmo works
best, for local TMOs, a gamma improves performance as it
produced a more regular residual image (cf. Fig. 2).

The plots in Fig. 6 show now the overall quality of the
three profiles as a function of the base and extension layer
bit-rate, averaged over the entire dataset. At first, it seems
surprising that the average image quality depends so little on
the rate of the base layer. A closer inspection shows that the
variance between images is quite high, which diminishes the
dependency on the base layer rate when average data is pre-
sented. This is especially true for profile B. For profile C, we
found that increasing the base rate at constant extension bit-
rate (not at constant extension q parameter!) does not always
improve the overall image quality; this is because a finer base
quantization injects higher frequencies into the residual layer

which reduce its coding performance, and hence increase the
extension layer rate at constant extension q. It is, however, the
only profile that allows lossy to lossless coding.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented fine-tuning of the JPEG XT stan-
dard using large-scale objective quality testing. The use of
an itmo prediction function has been found useful for improv-
ing the quality performance for Profile C, but only when a
global TMO is used. The itmo configuration lowers the per-
formance compared to a simple gamma for all profiles when
the base image is generated by a local TMO. We have also
observed that if an itmo prediction function is used, it should
be computed as the medians of the LDR-to-HDR mapping.
This observation is consistent and independent of the decoder
configuration.

Refinement scans over the extension image substantially
help to improve the performance of profile C for higher bit
depths, but they do not improve quality as much for an exten-
sion of profiles A and B because both include an equivalent
scaling mechanism for the residuals. However, refinement
scans also increase the overhead for lower bitrates and hence
should not be used for high compression, i.e. low quality.
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